Abstract -Modeling of the object interaction is one of the core tasks during system analysis and design, because it gives developer an ability to define responsibilities of class objects and to sketch general architecture of software components. In this task an ability of automatic generation of the UML sequence diagram becomes one of the most important activities. The twohemisphere model contains enough information to define operations to perform by classes and therefore is investigated in this paper in the context of the UML sequence diagram generation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Model Driven Software Development (MDSD) is built on the principles of abstraction, modeling, reuse, and patterns, to provide software developers with an approach to identify and classify all of the system development activities and offer the usage of models and model transformations as a foundation for system development within every group of activities. Computation Independent Model (CIM) describes the system for its requirements analysis. System analysis results in platform independent model (PIM), which is then refined and transformed into platform specific model (PSM) to support the design activities in terms of software components. Then PSM is used to define code components and system implementation.
The primary benefit of MDSD is to give a big-picture view of the architecture of the entire enterprise. In order to use the MDSD approach, the developer should have a common modeling system. Nowadays, OMG's standard-Unified Modeling Language (UML) is widely used to represent system specification at different levels of system abstraction. UML defines a notation for a set of diagrams used for modeling of different aspects of the system (i.e., static and dynamic ones). The central part of static modeling in UML is class diagram, which defines the general structure of the system and serves as a basis for the development of software architecture. Class diagrams have been quite well studied in different researches. Problems associated with modeling of the system dynamic are the main reasons why software development still has not succeed in the model-driven way.
The central part of modeling system dynamic is the presentation of object interaction, where UML sequence diagram plays an important role and is used to present the system behavior. The problem, which is widely researched in the area of modeling of object interaction, is formal transition between the models presented at different levels of system abstraction. The transition from problem domain into system implementation expressed in terms of objects is required in the object-oriented software development using the principles of model-driven software development. Nikiforova in [1] proposes the way how classes and its object's operations can be defined based on so called two-hemisphere model and how this can be also potentially used for definition of the UML sequence diagram. This paper is the continuation of that research, where the authors are trying to perform a more profound analysis of the abilities given by two-hemisphere model for definition of the UML sequence diagram and focus also on the problem of automatic sequence diagram layout after its derivation from the two-hemisphere model. Since it is very important to ensure that the models and diagrams are well built not only in terms of their content but also how they visually represent the information, how they are layouted.
Layouting diagrams manually is a time consuming activity, and in case of large diagrams, it can be ineffective, therefore this paper is also about automatic UML sequence diagram layout, its problems and solutions. The authors discuss general diagram layouting criteria and criteria specially adapted for sequence diagrams. The authors also discuss the existing algorithmic layouting approaches and compare them. Since not all existing algorithmic approaches are suitable for the specific character of the sequence diagram, the author proposes a new algorithm taking into account the existing methods. As a result, definition of a two-hemisphere model received from the supporting BrainTool [2] is used to apply the authors' defined transformations for generation of the UML sequence diagram. Then the information of element placement and respective coordinates are added to the definition of the obtained sequence diagram, thus creating the complete XML file describing complete sequence diagram received directly from the two-hemisphere model specification. Visual representation of the received diagram is evaluated by importing the XML file into Sparx Enterprise Architect. In future, the algorithm can be implemented into BrainTool or in any UML compatible tool.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section describes notational conventions used in the UML sequence diagram and discusses several researches made for identification of the elements of the UML sequence diagram from different presentations of initial knowledge about the problem domain. The third section introduces an idea about using the two-hemisphere model for definition of the UML sequence diagram. The section provides theoretic information on the transformation itself, describes the source and target elements and explains the essence of transformation between the two-hemisphere model and the UML sequence diagram. The fourth section focuses on the problems of the layout of the UML sequence diagram and describes the solution offered by the authors for placing objects, their lifelines and operations by taking into consideration several criteria for the sequence diagram layout. Practical experiment of using the transformations proposed and the layout algorithm offered in this paper is described in Section 5. The authors discuss the main contribution of the paper, highlight several conclusions and sketch the future direction for the research in the sixth section of the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
UML sequence diagrams allow describing interactions between system objects and actors of its environment. It presents sequences of communications that may occur in the course of a run of the system and traces the messages that are exchanged during this run. Sequence diagram is a popular notation to specify scenarios of the processing of operations as its clear graphical layout gives an immediate intuitive understanding of the system behavior. UML sequence diagram is stated as one of the ambiguous UML diagrams, with an implicit and informal semantics that designers can give to basic sequence diagram as a result of this conflict.
UML sequence diagram shows the objects, their lifelines, and messages to be sent by objects-senders and performed by objects-receivers. Sequence diagram is used to present the dynamic aspect of the system, which in object-oriented approach is expressed in terms of message transfer among objects. The dynamics of interactions is defined by ordering of the message sending and receiving actions. It serves the basis for definition of operations performed by objects to be grouped into classes, as well as to present and verify the dynamic aspect of class state transition.
There exist several methods and approaches for construction of the UML sequence diagram based on the information of problem domain, especially based on the system use case and their scenarios. For example, Visual Paradigm [3] offers semi-automated generation of the UML sequence diagram from the use case diagram; however user needs to add manually as much information about the use case as he would normally do creating UML sequence diagram from the beginning on his own. Also, Visual Paradigm [4] offers creating scenarios from activity diagram which can be later used to create UML sequence diagram. BPMN notation is used in a variety of tools to create business process models, however UML diagrams cannot be obtained from these models; user would need first to create UML diagrams and then link them to previously created BPMN models, e.g., Enterprise Architect [5] allows creating business domain models using BPMN; however, creation of the sequence diagram is manual. Several researches, e.g., [6] , [7] offer analytical transformation of UML sequence diagram based on the data flow diagram and use case diagram. All these methods are semi-formal, semi-manual or manual and they do not support automatic generation of the UML sequence diagram directly from business level information.
As for the second problem discussed in the paper, namely, layout of sequence diagram, it is still an open question for the research, which needs to find how to achieve productivity in visual representation of sequence diagram. Fact, that the criteria for "good" UML and other diagrams are widely discussed in literature, proves the importance of diagram layout. Details on the related work are presented in Section 4 of this paper.
So far, the main goal of this paper is to try to solve both problems in construction of the UML sequence diagram. Authors suggest using elements of the two-hemisphere model to identify the elements of the UML sequence diagram and to define an algorithm for layout of these elements. Thus, automatic generation of the UML sequence diagram can be implemented inside the BrainTool for further importing into any MDSD support tool to complete the missing steps of the model transformation chain.
III. DEFINITION OF TRANSFORMATION FROM THE TWO-HEMISPHERE MODEL INTO THE UML SEQUENCE DIAGRAM According to [8] , transformation is the automatic generation of a target model from a source model, according to transformation definition. In our case as shown in Figure 1 , the target model is the UML sequence diagram described in the first subsection, the source model is the two hemisphere model described in the second subsection, transformations are defined in the third subsection as is the transformation tool. A. Target model: the UML sequence diagram Sequence diagram is one of the well-known UML diagrams, which represents system dynamic. Therefore, time plays the most important role and helps to organize messages in correct sequence. Vertical axis is used to display time, the beginning of the diagram is at the top and it is read downwards. Sequence diagram can consist of many different elements; however the authors will use only those, which can be acquired from the two-hemisphere model. Based on [9] some of the sequence diagram elements are:  Object -is an instance of a class, which reflects real system object. In diagrams it is shown as rectangle.
 Lifeline -represents the time of object existence and participation in interactions. In the diagram lifeline it is shown as a dashed line (when the object is not active) or as a small rectangle (when the object is active) underneath the object rectangle.  Actor -is a specific type of object, although it is not part of the constructing system, actor interacts with it. Graphically an actor is shown as a rectangle or as a human icon.  Message -is used to show object/actor communication with another object/actor. It is displayed as an arrow; depending on message type an arrow line can be simple, dashed. Additionally, arrow shows the direction, indicating the sender and the receiver.  Fragment -combines several messages into blocks. There are several fragment types, such as parallel, loop, alternative and etc. they define the way in which messages are executed. A simplified sequence diagram metamodel presented in Figure 2 shows only those elements of the diagram and their dependences, which are being used in the transformation process, in other words, only those sequence diagram elements, which can be acquired from a two-hemisphere model. 
B. Source model: the two-hemisphere model
For the first time the idea of how to use both the process and the concept models for sharing responsibilities between class objects was described in [10] and the title of the approach based on these two models as two-hemisphere model driven approach was announced in [11] . The main idea behind the two-hemisphere model driven approach is to represent all collected business level information in the formal way; therefore, a two-hemisphere model consists of the business process diagram and the concept diagram. Business process diagram shows the functional side of the system, while the concept diagram describes the structure of the system. The aim of two-hemisphere model is to use it as a basis for the next software development steps, i.e., design and implementation.
The use of the business process diagram as suggests [12] can be based on the researches, which prove that companies use different frameworks for business process control. Hence, enterprise employees are familiar with business process diagram notation. The author of [12] indicates that the concept diagram together with the business process diagram is used as a tool to check developers' understanding of semantic and procedural side of the domain. Besides, the concept diagram gives information about the system objects or entities and their attributes.
The author of [12] describes use of the two-hemisphere model driven approach to get the UML class diagram, later [13] proposes an idea to use the two-hemisphere model driven approach for creating the UML sequence diagram. Elaborating the idea of the two-hemisphere model driven approach further researchers' group [2] suggests the BrainTool, which realizes creation of the UML class diagram from the two-hemisphere model.
Business process diagram shows the processes that take place within the system that is being developed. The most important thing is that the diagram displays the processes in the correct order to achieve the goal. This research is connected with the BrainTool, therefore the BrainTool business process and concept diagram notations will be used. Figure 3 shows the metamodel of the two-hemisphere model defined during development of BrainTool.  Internal process -the smallest business process unit.
Business process consists of several internal processes; division into internal processes depends on the customer needs and the business process itself. Internal process in the BrainTool is displayed as an ellipse, with the name of the process written inside this ellipse.  External process -the process, which occurs outside the business process, however it is necessary, because it delivers information to one or several internal processes. In the BrainTool external process is showed as an ellipse with 2 outlines (simple and dashed); the name of the process is also written in the ellipse.  Data flow -shows information flow in the business process diagram. Data flow can connect internal or external process with other internal or external processes. Each process must have at least one incoming data flow to indicate, which kind of information is needed for the process to occur, and at least one outgoing data flow to indicate the result of the process. External processes are exceptions as they may not have incoming or outgoing data flows, e.g., the external process, which initiates internal process. BrainTool displays data flows as arrows.  Performer -specifies agent of the process. BrainTool shows performers in brackets below the name of the process.
From the BrainTool concept model only the concept will be used in the transformation, which serves to reflect the potential class members. BrainTool shows concepts as named rectangles. Attributes also defined in the concept model are not used for definition of object interaction as they are modeled for system structure.
C. Transformation definition
The authors of [13] offer a rough idea of the transition from the two-hemisphere model elements to the UML sequence diagram elements, however there is no clear transformation definition. Table I proposes mapping between the twohemisphere elements to UML sequence diagram elements.
UML sequence diagram contains information about object interaction in the right sequence, thus the two-hemisphere model should also have this information in order to get UML sequence diagram using transformation. The business process diagram of the two-hemisphere model is created in such manner that it becomes possible to determine, which process is at the beginning of the system and which process follows next. Every process has incoming and outgoing data flows; they can be attached to one or several concepts. Therefore, it is possible to define, which operation (process) should be send by which object (classified by concept) to which object (classified by concept). Still, neither business process diagram nor concept diagram provides information about the process (operation) type. Information on whether the message is synchronous or asynchronous cannot be retrieved from the process itself, and cannot be retrieved from the business process diagram. Thus, there will be no distinction between the message types in this discussion, however this problem stated to be solved in future researches. 
ConceptA
Performer "Performer1" of the external process "out_process1" becomes an actor in the sequence diagram, which sends operation out_process1() to execute by object of class A, which is a concept of the concept model. Because flow1 and flow2 are related to the same concept A, they are expressed as A.flow1 and A.flow2 on the process model and the sender and receiver of the message "in_process1()" is the same object -object of the class ConceptA. 2.
The difference from the first case is that incoming and outgoing data flows are related to different concepts. Hence message in_process1() is sent to another object -object of class ConceptB.
3.
In case the two outgoing flows are from different external processes performed by the same performer the sequence of operations is defined in the parallel interaction fragment in respect to the UML notation.
Nr
Fragment of the two-hemisphere model Resulting fragment of the UML sequence diagram 4.
This use case is similar to the previous one. However, performers of the external processes are different, therefore the second actor Performer2 is displayed in the UML sequence diagram.
5.

5
th case is similar to the 3 rd case. The difference is that flow1 and flow2 belong to the same concept, but flow3 belongs to another concept, therefore ConceptA sends message in_process1 to ConceptB.
6.
This case is union of the 4 th and 5 th cases. There are different performers and also different concepts.
7.
This case is similar to the 3 rd case, however flow2 belongs to another concept. Message in_process1() is send two times according to the data flows. 8.
8
th case is similar to the 3 rd and 5 th cases, however there is some difference between senders and receivers of the message in_process1().
9.
All data flows of this case belong to different concepts, therefore UML sequence diagram is much more complicated.
The transformation provides only mapping of elements from source to target model. Layout of the model elements is another potential research problem domain, which is discussed in the next section of this paper.
IV. SEVERAL ISSUES ON THE LAYOUT OF THE UML SEQUENCE
DIAGRAM
Diagram is a convenient way to represent information and is much more comprehensible than textual information. Although diagrams can be used to present complex and difficult problems, they must be semantically and syntactically correct and well layouted to give a desirable result. A good diagram needs to satisfy different criteria int. al. aesthetic and layout criteria. General diagram criteria and specific UML diagram layout criteria have been studied by [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] and others. All diagrams should comply with general graph layout criteria.
General layout criteria result from the theory of perception. There are many such criteria (more than 20), but not all of them can be applied to all types of diagrams. Specific diagram like the UML sequence diagram has additional criteria, e.g., slidability. According to [15] there are six perceptual principles referring to organization of diagram elements, when the elements are considered as a group. These principles are acquired from Gestalt theory [19] and they are the following:
 Law of simplicity -the simpler the diagram, not containing too much information, the easier it is to understand .  Law of similarity -elements of similar shape or color often can be perceived as a group.  Law of continuation -elements are perceived together according to smoothest path. Those elements, which are connected with curved, complex lines are more difficult to perceive together.  Law of proximity -close located elements are perceived as a group.  Law of connectedness -if two elements are connected with a line or in other way physically they are perceived together as a group.  Law of familiarity -elements, which seem to be familiar are perceived together. There are three more principles related to perceptual element segregation, they are the following:
 Law of symmetry -diagram's symmetric parts are perceived as separated.
 Law of orientation -horizontally or vertically oriented elements are more likely to be perceived as separated figures than shapes in an angle.  Law of contour -elements with contour are seen separately and all elements in this contour are perceived as a group. All of these Gestalt theory principles are considered as aesthetic criteria. General aesthetic criteria are widely discussed in [20] , [18] , [15] , [21] , [22] and [17] .
A sequence diagram is specific in its visual presentation. All the objects are allocated horizontally at the top of the diagram and the life lines are drawn vertically top-down. Therefore, the criteria for the UML sequence diagram should be carefully selected or even modified, so that they could be applied. E.g., one specific criterion for sequence diagram is correct sequence of messages, which is the meaning of this diagram. The authors of [18] and [15] have identified the criteria specific for sequence diagrams. Table III shows the list of these criteria in descending order of their importance. Criteria are marked with SD identifier. [18] and [15] believe that symmetry should also be considered in sequence diagrams. However none of these authors define symmetry for sequence diagram, which is why this criterion will not be implemented.
Diagram layout plays an important role in the model driven approach because without correct layout system modeling is incomplete [16] . However diagram layout is not an easily executable task. Layouting diagrams manually is very timeconsuming especially layouting large diagrams. There also are problems with automatic diagram layout, e.g., how good is the algorithm to fulfill different criteria and algorithm performance. The author of [23] believes that there are no suitable layout algorithms for more complex diagram types because there are problems with computing and communication.
The problem of automatic UML diagram layout still exists and it is widely discussed in relation to class and sequence diagrams. The cause of the layout problem is that algorithms are not well suited for each diagram type and there are many different aesthetic criteria to comply with. Some of the criteria are easier to implement than others, for example SD1, SD2, SD4-SD8, but there is no definition how to implement SD11 in algorithmic way [18] . Another problem in automatic layout is that many of the aesthetic criteria are conflicting, e.g., message arrow length minimization (SD4) and minimization of crossings (SD7), because reducing message arrow length is more likely to cause more crossings. The authors of [18] mention that the optimal layout is algorithmically complicated challenge, which is one more problem to automatic layout, for example an optimal linear layout problem is considered as NPcomplete problem [24] .
Since there are many different layout algorithms the author of [25] believes that a solution can be found by studying different possibilities to tailor algorithm to specific problem or combine several of them to get the expected results. Diagram layouting algorithms are based on graph theory and graph layouting algorithms [26] . The focus of this paper is on the layout algorithms looking appropriate for the UML sequence diagram. Algorithms can be divided into approaches, where the most used ones are topology-shape-metrics, hierarchical, visibility, divide and conquer, force-directed approaches; they are described in [20] . Genetic algorithms can also be used in diagram layouting.
Topology-shape-metrics approach is one of the most used ones [27] . Approach is suitable for orthogonal graphs and it supports many different aesthetic criteria [20] . Eichelberger in [23] mentions, that algorithms of this approach have been used to layout UML class diagrams and are implemented in such tools as GoVisual [28] and yWorksUML [29] . The approach has three main steps -planarization, orthogonalization and compaction, which are well described in [20] .
Hierarchical approach, also called Sugiyama approach, is also used in UML class diagram automatic layout [30] . This approach is suitable for directed acyclic graphs -more or less hierarchic graphs, which is not the sequence diagram case.
Visibility approach is the general approach suitable for various types of graphs. It has been used in entity-relationship diagram layouting by [31] . The approach also has three main steps as mentioned in [23] and [20] . This approach can be put in the middle between both previously described approaches. Having studied this approach more closely the authors can conclude, that this approach is less suitable for the sequence diagram than topology-shape-metrics because of its second and third steps.
Divide and conquer approach first divides graph in parts, arranges elements and then merges these parts together [20] . Regarding to sequence diagram this approach is only suitable to diagrams with separable subsets therefore not suitable for all kinds of sequence diagrams.
Force-directed approach is suitable for undirected graphs [20] . Force-directed approach simulates physical system of forces, where a system tries to achieve the state of minimum energy. One of main criteria in this approach is minimization of crossings, which is not the most important criteria for sequence diagrams.
There is a wide range of genetic algorithms and they can be used for various purposes as was mentioned in [32] . Genetic algorithms simulate processes from nature, like mutations crossover and selection. Genetic algorithms were used in [17] for class diagram layouting and according to the research results these algorithms are time consuming (20 minutes for 17 class layoting).
Authors compared the relevance of each algorithm for the sequence diagram and genetic algorithms and topology-shapemetrics approach algorithms proved to be theoretically most suitable according to how they meet the sequence diagram criteria. Other approaches are not considered to be suitable at all because they either do not consider the right order of the priorities of criteria or they are not suitable for such diagram/graph type (e.g., they are tailored for undirected, acyclic types of graphs, but the sequence diagram is directed and cyclic).
There are several tools that provide automatic diagram layout, e.g. [15] mentioned tools Borland Together [33] (supports automatic UML sequence diagram layout, but uses lawless set of layout criteria) and "Rational Rose" [34] (supports UML class, but doesn't support sequence diagram layout). Sparx Enterprise Architect [5] is the tool that also provides automatic UML sequence diagram layout, however, it does not satisfy all the mentioned criteria of layout.
Considering the specificity of sequence diagram the authors propose to use an algorithm, which is based on topologyshape-metrics planarization step. Algorithm places elements as close as possible and tries to arrange communicating participants beside. Algorithm always provides SD0, SD1, SD2, SD3 and tries to fulfill SD4, SD5 and SD6 if possible.
V. THEORY IN USE
Previous sections provide the summary of the theory on the transformation of the two-hemisphere model into the UML sequence diagram and discuss several layouting problems and their potential solution. The main idea is to implement transformation and layouting in order to get complete derivation and visualization of the UML sequence diagram. Figure 4 shows the conceptual framework of the steps being proposed by the authors. First, one needs to take the two-hemisphere model expressed in the form of XMI. It is possible to create and to save the model by BrainTool [2] .
Based on [35] transformation classification the directmanipulation approach is used to transform the twohemisphere model into the UML sequence diagram. Transformation definitions are written using general purpose programming language Java [36] . In order to apply the transformation proposed in Section 3 the XMI file of the twohemisphere model is used as a source model and the result (or target model) is the XMI file of the UML sequence diagram.
The layout algorithm offered in Section 4 has been implemented also using the Java programming language. The algorithm is applied to XMI file describing the UML sequence diagram received at the previous step. Algorithm adds coordinates to the XMI file and any UML compatible tool, e.g., Sparx Enterprise Architect, can visualize the result. Figure 5 presents an example of the two-hemisphere model on the left side of the figure (marked by A similarly as in Figure  4 ) and the received sequence diagram on the right of the figure (marked by C in the same manner as in Figure 4) .
Layout algorithm tries to satisfy as many criteria as possible. It calculates the distance between the elements considering lengths of messages and class object names. Algorithm places elements as close as possible by taking into account the diagram flow (e.g. interacting objects are being placed beside if possible). In comparison with the traditional software engineering development methods the model driven approach provides software development based on models. Models are system abstraction; they are the main artifacts, which are used on each development step. Automatic model transformations are used to design and develop software systems in a more comfortable and faster way. Transformation takes the model created on one level of abstraction and converts it to the model on another level of abstraction. Numerous languages and tools exist, which support this kind of development process. However, it is still not possible to automate software implementation, because there exist several problems, which do not allow complete model transformation.
The research object of this paper is the UML sequence diagram. Both activities for its creation are investigated: they are element identification from the problem domain and visual representation (i.e., layout).
The contribution of the paper can thus be summarized as follows:  Transformation cases for derivation of elements of the UML sequence diagram from the two-hemisphere model are defined in the formal way, thus they can be implemented in a modeling tool;  A set of elements, which still are not transformable from the two-hemisphere model, is defined and allows the author to state the directions for the future research;  An algorithm for the layout of the UML sequence diagram is developed and implemented, which pass the core requirements put forward to the object life-lines, messages and interaction frames.
The main conclusions of the research are the following:  The two-hemisphere model contains sufficient amount of information about the problem domain to identify a variety of the elements of the UML sequence diagram.
 It is possible to define all the required transformations in the formal way; moreover, they can be implemented by general purpose programming language.  The layout of the diagram is a complicated task due to large amount and diversity of the criteria that should be taken into consideration when placing elements in the diagram.  Modeler cannot use convenient algorithms for graph presentation to layout the UML sequence diagram due to its specific structure, therefore some unique method should be applied.  The quality of the layout algorithm strongly depends on the complexity of the diagram itself.
The transformations and layout algorithm offered in this paper can be introduced into BrainTool in order to expand its functionality in respect of the modeling of the UML sequence diagram. Analysis of mapping abilities of the two-hemisphere model with the UML sequence diagram indicates an ability to refine notational conventions of the two-hemisphere model in order to increase a variety of the elements of the UML sequence diagram. Both these topics can be stated as a direction for further research. Additionally, further research directions can include potential transformations from the twohemisphere model to other types of UML diagrams, e.g. state charts, activity etc.
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